
Stafford, UK (October 2, 2017) – Sunday, November 5th will see the launch of Stephen Leighton’s debut book, 
“Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers”, at this year’s Manchester Coffee Festival followed by an extensive book tour 
with events across five countries. Inspired by the relationships he’s built over the past 18 years through Hasbean 
Coffee, “Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers” shares hidden stories and breaks down common misconceptions 
about those who farm the cherries of the world’s most popular beverage.  

Leighton’s first “Coffeeography” offers a comprehensive look into the histories and stories of 40 coffee producers 
across 11 countries by using an approach that brings their own words and experiences to the fore. “Each profile began 
with a list of 20 questions, anything from ‘do you prefer espresso or filter?’ or ‘if you could farm anywhere else, where 
would you?’”, says Leighton. “From there, it was using their answers to those questions, the stories they chose to 
share, and my own understanding of our relationship to put together a multifaceted glimpse into the complex people 
behind the future of specialty coffee.” In addition to these profiles, the book also features a number of photographs 
from Leighton’s extensive collection.

Alejandro Martinez (Finca Argentina, El Salvador) and Dr. Brian Gakunga (Kiriga Estate, Kenya), two of the producers 
profiled in “Coffeeography”, will join Leighton as a part of the inaugural book launch activities, taking place on the 
second day of the Manchester Coffee Festival, to share their stories in person. Attendees will also have the unique 
opportunity to cup both Finca Argentina and the Kiriga Estate’s coffees during special afternoon cuppings led by 
Martinez and Dr. Gakunga, respectively. 

After the book’s official launch in Manchester, Leighton will go on whirlwind tour as he launches the book in 
conjunction with local distribution partners across five countries, featuring stops in: 

 Dublin, IRE (6 Nov AM; hosted by Five Points); joined by Alejandro Martinez 
 Ennis, IRE (6 Nov PM; hosted by Suas); joined by Alejandro Martinez 
 Belfast, UK (7 Nov; hosted by Established); joined by Alejandro Martinez 
 Dublin, IRE (8 Nov; hosted by 3FE); joined by Alejandro Martinez 
 Seoul, KOR (11-12 Nov, hosted by Marco at Seoul Café & Bakery Show) 
 Sydney, AUS (14 Nov; hosted by Toby’s Estate)
 Brisbane, AUS (15 Nov; hosted by Toby’s Estate)
 Melbourne, AUS (16 Nov; hosted by Toby’s Estate)
 Stockholm, SWE (25 Nov; hosted by Drop Coffee) 

Excited not only about the stories and memories contained within “Coffeeography”, Leighton is enthusiastic about the 
opportunity to share a piece of work he didn’t ever expect to produce: “I never thought I’d write a book, for obvious 
reasons,” said Steve, “but when it’s writing something so personal and important, it became easier.” 

"The depth of knowledge and experience that Steve has in buying coffee and developing relationships is something 
that only those closest to him have fully appreciated until now”, says Colin Harmon, author of What I Know About 
Running Coffee Shops. “This book gives readers an insight into the hard work, passion and perseverance that has made 
Steve Leighton one of the most celebrated and respected green buyers in the international coffee community today. 
The influence of his work can be seen in coffee shops, coffee farms and homes the world over and is testament to the 
remarkable person that he is."

 “Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers” will retail for £20.00 / €25.00 / $30.00 and is available at both retail and 
wholesale pricing from Hasbean Coffee (United Kingdom) as well as from local distributors in Ireland (3FE), Sweden 
(Drop Coffee), Canada (Eight Ounce Coffee), the US (Café Demitasse), and Australia (Toby’s Estate). For more 
information on “Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers”, please visit www.coffeeography.co.uk. 

###



About Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers: Specialty Coffee isn’t just about coffee and flavours: it’s about 
relationships. During his 18 years building Hasbean Coffee, Steve Leighton has spent a majority of his time building 
relationships with the people who make specialty coffee possible: the producers. 

“Coffeeography: The Coffee Producers” presents profiles of some of the many amazing and inspiring coffee producers 
with whom Steve has had the privilege of working during his time at Hasbean, each sharing their story in their own 
words. 

(It is also an excellent chance for him to share the 32,000 some-odd photos of coffee farms he has collected over the 
years.) 

About Stephen Leighton: Intrigued by coffee at the young age of seven, Stephen Leighton first opened Hasbean’s 
doors in 1999 and its online doors in 2003, where it continues to be at the forefront of the web age of coffee. Perhaps 
most well-known for the popular In My Mug weekly or his signature style (mostly red!), Steve works directly, year on 
year, with over 30 of the most incredible coffee producers in the world to build long term partnerships that allow 
Hasbean to not just source better coffee for all their projects and customers, but also to invest in experimentation to 
understand what quality is possible in a given soil or region through improved science, agronomy, and support. 

Not one for sleeping, Steve is also the co-creator of Tamper Tantrum (a platform for his constant bickering and 
brainstorming with Colin Harmon), co-owner of 3FE in Dublin, and co-owner of Drop Coffee in Stockholm. 

About Hasbean Coffee Ltd: Once a passion project for then prison guard Stephen Leighton, Hasbean first opened its 
doors as a Stafford market stall and garage roastery in 2002. Today, Hasbean offers the widest range of specialty 
coffee available, sourcing the best coffees we can find through a network of producers we’ve built long-term 
relationships with: good people committed to growing coffees that demonstrate process, variety, terroir, and farming 
skill. We roast our coffees to order, profiled to maximise their unique qualities, and deliver them fresh to our 
customers. For more information about Hasbean, please visit www.hasbean.co.uk. 

      For sales queries, please contact: 

      Australia: Toby’s Estate (orders@tobysestate.co.au) 
      Canada: Eight Oz Coffee (hello@eightozcoffee.ca) 
      Ireland: 3FE (orders@3fe.com)
      Sweden: Drop Coffee (info@dropcoffee.se)
      Taiwan: Taiwan Coffee Laboratory (coffee@tcl.coffee)
      United Kingdom: Hasbean Coffee (orders@hasbean.co.uk) 
      United States: Café Demitasse (bobby@cafedemitasse.com) 

      For media queries, please contact: 

      Hasbean Coffee: orders@hasbean.co.uk
      Stephen Leighton: steve@hasbean.co.uk 


